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Higher resting metabolic rate in long-lived
breeding Ansell’s mole-rats (Fukomys
anselli)
Charlotte Katharina Maria Schielke1, Hynek Burda1,2, Yoshiyuki Henning1, Jan Okrouhlík3 and Sabine Begall1*

Abstract

Background: Reproduction is an energetically expensive process that supposedly impairs somatic integrity in the
long term, because resources are limited and have to be allocated between reproduction and somatic
maintenance, as predicted by the life history trade-off model. The consequence of reduced investment in somatic
maintenance is a gradual deterioration of function, i.e. senescence. However, this classical trade-off model gets
challenged by an increasing number of contradicting studies. Here we report about an animal model, which adds
more complexity to the ongoing debate. Ansell’s mole-rats are long-lived social subterranean rodents with only the
founder pair reproducing, while most of their offspring remain in the parental burrow system and do not breed.
Despite of a clear reproductive trade-off, breeders live up to twice as long as non-breeders, a unique feature
amongst mammals.

Methods: We investigated mass-specific resting metabolic rates (msRMR) of breeders and non-breeders to gain
information about the physiological basis underlying the reproduction-associated longevity in Ansell’s mole-rats. We
assessed the thermoneutral zone (TNZ) for breeders and non-breeders separately by means of indirect calorimetry. We
applied generalized linear mixed-effects models for repeated measurements using the msRMR in the respective TNZs.

Results: TNZ differed between reproductive and non-reproductive Ansell’s mole-rats. Contrary to classical aging models,
the shorter-lived non-breeders had significantly lower msRMR within the thermoneutral zone compared to breeders.

Conclusion: This is the first study reporting a positive correlation between msRMR and lifespan based on reproductive
status. Our finding contradicts common aging theories, but supports recently introduced models which do not
necessarily link reproductive trade-offs to lifespan reduction.
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Background
Aging is defined as a gradual decline in intrinsic physio-
logical function leading to an increase in morbidity and
mortality rate (reviewed in: [1]). However, the mechanisms
behind aging, i.e. senescence processes are still poorly
understood. The disposable soma theory is a prevailing
model of aging, which is based on a trade-off between en-
ergy demanding processes, including growth, somatic
maintenance, and reproduction due to limited resource
availability [2]. Reproduction is energetically expensive
[3–6], and is often considered a central force shaping

different life histories [7]. As soon as an animal starts re-
producing, energy resources are allocated to reproduction.
Consequently, less energy is available for somatic main-
tenance and protection, leading to a gradual accumulation
of somatic damage. This process is thought to be even
amplified, because reproduction increases the metabolic
rate to cover the increased energy demand [8]. This in-
crease in metabolic rate is predicted to result in oxygen
radicals, i.e. reactive oxygen species (ROS), highly reactive
byproducts which cause oxidative damage to DNA, lipids
and proteins [1].
However, high energy turnover does not necessarily

increase oxidative damage and mortality. Contrary to
earlier expectations, correlational and experimental
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studies published recently show no negative effect of
high metabolic rate on lifespan [9–12], or even a
positive association [13]. Moreover, in the brown
trout, higher metabolic rates were negatively corre-
lated with levels of H2O2, a highly potent ROS. These
controversial associations between metabolic rate and
oxidative damage and / or lifespan can in parts be as-
cribed to different experimental setups and tissues
studied (reviewed in: [8, 14, 15]). Moreover, some
studies indicate that at least reproductive females
have an increased ability to protect from oxidative
damage, termed oxidative shielding, in order to pro-
tect the offspring from prenatal somatic damage
(reviewed in: [8]). Consequently, more research is
needed to gather representative data from animals
with different life histories, to gain a comprehensive
understanding of how life history trade-offs influence
lifespan. Here we present the data of a subterranean
mammal with a unique life history to contribute to
the discussion stated above.
Ansell’s mole-rats (Fukomys anselli) are subterranean

rodents of the family Bathyergidae with an extraordinary
long lifespan (22 years being the maximum recorded age
thus far; own observations). They live in multigener-
ational families where typically only the founder pair
(breeders) reproduces. Most of the offspring (non-
breeders) forego reproduction and remain in the natal
family. Incestuous mating (i.e. between brothers and sis-
ters) usually does not occur, however, adult non-
breeders readily mate with unrelated conspecifics if
given a possibility [16, 17]. A clear contradiction to the
classic trade-off model has been shown in this species:
breeding individuals live up to twice as long as their
non-breeding counterparts, a feature which is unique
amongst mammals [18].
Thus far, proximate factors contributing to this bimodal

aging pattern are not known. In contrast to naked mole-
rats where reproductive behavior of non-breeders is ag-
gressively suppressed by the mother, Ansell’s mole-rats fa-
cilitate incest avoidance by individual recognition.
Moreover, they exhibit pronounced sociopositive behav-
iors like grooming and huddling between all family mem-
bers [19]. Moreover, previous studies showed that daily
activity between breeders and non-breeders does not show
differences, and social rank does not influence life expect-
ancy [18, 20, 21]. Hence, extrinsic factors like aggression,
fighting and higher workload in non-breeders are not
likely to influence the lifespan difference in first-place.
Thyroid hormone levels, as a possible intrinsic factor,
showed no status-dependent difference, as well [22].
Here, we test the hypothesis that breeders and non-

breeders of Ansell’s mole-rats differ in their mass
specific resting metabolic rate (msRMR), as a possible
approach to understand the bimodal aging pattern.

Methods
Study animals
We measured oxygen consumption (VO2) using open
flow respirometry in 26 Ansell’s mole-rats (six reproduct-
ive females and six reproductive males, eight non-
reproductive females and six non-reproductive males) in
order to determine msRMR for both reproductive states
(Table 1). None of the reproductive females were pregnant
or lactating during the time of measurements. Of the 26
tested Ansell mole-rats, four non-reproductive (two males,
two females) and four reproductive animals (three males,
one female) were wild-captured and lived for more than
one year in captivity, thus being fully acclimatized to la-
boratory conditions. Trapping and export of wild Ansell’s
mole-rats were approved by the Zambian Wildlife Au-
thorities (permit numbers 4790 and 4060, issued June 7th,
2010). Maintenance was approved by the Veterinary Office
of the City of Essen (AZ: 32-2-1180-71/328). Housing
conditions have been described elsewhere [23]. Briefly,
mole-rats were kept on animal litter in glass terraria in the
animal facilities of the Department of General Zoology at
the University of Duisburg-Essen (Germany). Mole-rats
were fed ad libitum with carrots, potatoes, and once per
week with apples, salad and cereals. Light conditions were
12D:12L. All experiments were performed in accordance
with the guidelines and regulations of the local authorities.
All experiments were approved by the North Rhine-
Westphalia State Environment Agency (permit no. AZ:
87-51.04.2010.A359/01) and have been performed in ac-
cordance with their guidelines and regulations.

Experimental procedure
We first determined the thermoneutral zone (TNZ) for
both reproductive states by measuring oxygen consump-
tion (VO2) of Ansell’s mole-rats at 13 different ambient
temperatures (Ta) ranging between 10 and 40 °C. For non-
reproductive individuals the sample size was 14 at temper-
atures 10, 15, 20, 25, 26, 28, 30, 32, 33, 34, 35, and 37 °C
and 11 at 40 °C. For reproductive animals, the sample size
was 12 for temperatures 28, 30, 32, and 33 °C and 4 for
temperatures 20, 25, 26, 34, 35, and 37 °C. The tested tem-
peratures did not include extremes for reproductive ani-
mals in order to avoid impairments of reproductive
animals from established colonies due to hypothermia
and/or hyperthermia. Especially high temperatures can be
critical, as prolonged exposure of Ansell’s mole-rats to
ambient temperatures about 42 °C were shown to be po-
tentially lethal (previous own accidental observations).
Before each experimental trial, the animals were food de-

prived for at least 12 h. To establish an oxygen analyzer
baseline, the oxygen analyzer (Servomex Type 5200 Multi
Purpose, Crowborough, UK) was calibrated using 99.999%
N2 (Air Liquide, Düsseldorf, Germany) for 0% oxygen and
compressed outdoor air for 20.95% oxygen at the beginning
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and at the end of each experimental trial. After initial cali-
bration, the animals were placed in a custom-made tight
stainless steel metabolic chamber with a volume of 896 ml
(16 cm × 7 cm × 8 cm) supplemented with tissue paper as
nest litter. The chamber was closed with a clear Perspex lid
to enable direct observation of the animal’s behavior inside
the chamber. The watertight chamber was submerged in a
water bath (temperature controlled by HAAKE D1, Type
001–3603, Germany). The animals spent at least 30 min
within the chamber to acclimatize before measurements
started. Measurements were finished when the animal
calmed down within the chamber and stable data were
gathered over a period of 10 min, which can be considered
a truly resting state. In this state, the animals lay down and
breathe regularly. If an animal did not calm down within
60 min, the experiment was stopped and repeated later
with a time lag of three days at minimum. Under extreme
temperatures (<15 °C and >35 °C) the maximum duration
of an experimental trial was reduced to 30 min to avoid
hypothermia or overheating, respectively. Temperature
within the chamber was measured with a digital thermom-
eter (GMH 3230, Greisinger Electronic, Germany) with its
probe placed behind a grid to avoid damage by the animals.
Ambient air was pushed through the chamber at a constant
rate of 350 ml × min−1. The incurrent airflow was regulated
by a flow controller (Model 35830, Analyt-MTC, Müllheim,
Germany), following a carbon dioxide (Sodalime) and a
water trap (indicating Drierite) before the oxygen content
was measured by a paramagnetic oxygen sensor (Servomex
Type 5200 Multi Purpose, Crowborough, UK). Software
DIAdem 8.0 (National Instruments, Germany) was used to
visualize and to record the oxygen content of the excurrent
air every second. Immediately after each trial the animals
were weighted. Oxygen consumption was calculated follow-
ing the equation of Lighton [24]:

VO2 ¼ Fri FiO2−FeO2ð Þ
1−FeO2

with: VO2 = oxygen consumption (ml O2 × min−1),
Fri = incurrent flow rate (ml × h−1) FiO2 = oxygen incur-
rent fractional concentration (%), FeO2 = oxygen excur-
rent fractional concentration. Data gathered by the

oxygen sensor were corrected to standard temperature
and pressure conditions (273.15 K, 101.325 kPa). The
RMR was calculated as a 10-min mean of lowest oxygen
consumption and expressed in ml O2 × h−1. msRMR
was then calculated as RMR divided by the individual’s
weight and expressed in ml O2 × g−1 × h−1.

Statistical analysis
The extent of TNZ was assessed separately for reproduct-
ive and non-reproductive Ansell’s mole-rats by a step-
down procedure [25] of permutation version of the
Jonckheere-Terpstra test [26]. Briefly, starting from the
temperature, where the mean msRMR was the lowest, we
tried to detect an increasing trend in msRMR data as-
sorted by increasing ambient temperature. If a trend was
detected, the msRMR data for the highest temperature
were excluded and tested again until no trend in msRMR
data was detected and the upper critical temperature was
identified. The determination of the lower critical
temperature was similar, but here the lowest temperature
was excluded stepwise until no trend could be detected.
The metabolic rate data were included in TNZ estimation
only when the sample size for the given temperature com-
prised five or more values. The analyses revealed different
ranges of TNZ for non-reproductive and reproductive in-
dividuals. The observed range of TNZ was 26–30 °C in
non-reproductive and 28–33 °C in reproductive Ansell’s
mole-rats, respectively (Table 2).
To estimate the effects of various predictors on msRMR

(dependent variable) within the TNZ boundaries, data were
analyzed with generalized linear mixed-effects models for
repeated measurements using the lme4 package [27] and
Gamma distribution was assumed (link identity). First, we
extended the null model to include one of the independent
variables (square-root transformed body mass, ambient
temperature as factor, reproductive status) and tested which
of them optimally improved the model using the Akaike in-
formation criterion and model comparison by χ2-statistic.
Subsequently, we extended this model by inclusion of dif-
ferent variables in the same way as described above and we
continued until there was no variable left which would sig-
nificantly improve the model (forward selection). Finally,
interaction model of all significant factors was constructed.

Table 1 Basic parameters and mean mass-specific resting metabolic rate (msRMR) of Fukomys anselli

Sex Status N Age (years) Body mass (g) Range of msRMR
(ml O2 × g−1 × h−1)

Mean msRMR
(ml O2 × g−1 × h−1)

M R 6 6.9 ± 2.4 83.9 ± 10.5 0.77–1.71 1.17 ± 0.13

NR 6 4.8 ± 2.8 108.8 ± 21.4 0.43–1.46 0.91 ± 0.17

F R 6 8.9 ± 3.1 87.2 ± 21.8 0.63–1.80 1.17 ± 0.20

NR 8 2.4 ± 1.2 68.2 ± 8.9 0.42–1.79 0.86 ± 0.21

Grand mean 26 5.8 ± 4.3 85.6 ± 21.4 0.42-1.80 1.02 ± 0.23

Age, body mass and mass-specific resting metabolic rates within the boundaries of their respective thermoneutral zones (non-reproductive animals: 26–30 °C; reproductive
animals: 28–33 °C) of studied Fukomys anselli (N sample size, Mmales, F females, R reproductive; NR non-reproductive). Values are given as mean ± SD
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Individual identity was treated as a random factor. Since
the age of some individuals was not known, the same pro-
cedure as described above with an additional factor age was
applied to all animals with known age. This analysis showed
that age is not a significant factor (results not shown). All
calculations and statistical analyses were conducted using R
3.0.2 [28].

Results
msRMR at different temperatures are depicted in Fig. 1.
Both, TNZ and mean msRMR differed between repro-
ductive and non-reproductive Ansell’s mole-rats (Tables 1
and 2). The mean msRMR of reproductive Ansell’s mole-
rats (1.17 ± 0.17 ml O2 × g−1 × h−1) within their TNZ of
28–33 °C was significantly higher than the mean msRMR
of non-reproductive animals (0.89 ± 0.19 ml O2 × g−1 × h
−1) within their TNZ of 26–30 °C (Fig. 2, Table 1). The
lowest mean msRMR (0.81 ± 0.23 ml and 1.1 ± 0.23
O2 × g−1 × h−1) was observed at ambient temperatures of
28 °C and 32 °C in non-reproductive and reproductive
mole-rats, respectively. The optimal model of msRMR de-
termined by generalized linear mixed models for repeated

measurements consisted only of the reproductive status
(AIC = 8.83; comparison with null model χ2 = 6.72, df = 1,
p = 0.01) and showed fixed effects of 0.89 ± 0.07 and
1.17 ± 0.09 for non-reproductive and reproductive factor
level, respectively. The difference itself (0.28 ± 0.09) is sta-
tistically significant (t = 2.995, p < 0.003) suggesting that
the msRMR of reproductive individuals is about 30%
higher than that of non-reproductive ones.

Discussion
Metabolic rate with respect to reproduction
Low msRMR is a common trait in bathyergid rodents
interpreted as an ecophysiological adaptation to the sub-
terranean habitat [29], and our measurements generally
confirm previous studies. However, our finding that long-
lived breeders of F. anselli have higher metabolic rates
compared to shorter-lived non-breeders is novel. The
higher metabolic rate observed in breeders is not surpris-
ing per se, since reproduction is energy demanding, espe-
cially for lactating females [8, 30, 31], albeit none of the
reproductive females were pregnant or lactating during
the time of measurements. In Damaraland mole-rats,
breeding females also live significantly longer than non-
breeding females [32], but no significant differences in
msRMR of female breeders and non-breeding individuals
were found. However, changes in daily energy expenditure
were observed depending on seasonal changes in rainfall
[33]. Higher msRMR in breeders compared to non-
breeders of F. anselli are in line with findings in pregnant
naked mole-rats, another long-lived bathyergid species
(>30 years), which have a higher body temperature com-
pared to their non-breeding counterparts [34]. To the best

Table 2 Critical temperatures and Jonckheere-Terpstra statistical
analysis for reproductive and non-reproductive Fukomys anselli

Parameter Reproductive Non-reproductive

Upper critical temperature ≥33 °Ca 30 °C

Temperature range /JT/p N/A 28...32 °C/368/0.0486

Temperature range /JT/p 32...33 °C/90/0.16 28...30 °C/102/0.43

Lower critical temperature 28 °C 26 °C

Temperature range /JT/p 26...33 °C/421/0.0002 25...30 °C/471/0.043

Temperature range /JT/p 28...33 °C/410/0.346 26...30 °C/246/0.1364

Upper critical temperature and lower critical temperature together with
parameters of statistical analysis in reproductive and non-reproductive F.
anselli. aminimal value only, because of lack of RMR data for reproductive
animals at temperatures above 33 °C, see Methods for more detail. JT
represents Jonckheere-Terpstra-statistics, p is the probability of trend in data
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Fig. 1 Mass specific resting metabolic rate of non-reproductive
(left) and reproductive (right) Fukomys anselli at different ambient
temperatures. Means are connected by a solid line, interrupted
lines connect mean ± SD

Fig. 2 Mass specific resting metabolic rate (msRMR) of non-reproductive
(N = 14) and reproductive (N = 12) Fukomys anselli within the boundaries
of their respective thermoneutral zones (non-reproductive: 26–30 °C;
reproductive: 28–33 °C). The mean msRMRs of each individual (open
circles) throughout its TNZ are presented together with the mean of the
respective reproductive status (bars) and its SD (whiskers). Full symbols
indicate wild-derived animals
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of our knowledge, metabolic data of reproductive naked
mole-rats is not available, but higher body temperature
suggests a higher metabolic rate. This assumption is also
in line with most mammals, where energy intake and/or
daily energy expenditure was shown to be increased in lac-
tating females [35]. This aspect is most interesting since
investment in reproduction was long thought to impair
somatic maintenance according to the classical trade-off
model, but recent findings refer to the trade-off model as
being too simplistic [14]. Especially in terms of female
reproduction, a meta-analysis from different homeother-
mic vertebrates by Blount et al. [8] has shown that in
intraspecific comparisons between breeders and non-
breeders, breeders had lower levels of oxidative damage in
certain tissues. This effect could be attributed to upregula-
tion of antioxidant defense mechanisms, such as glutathi-
one or superoxide dismutase activity, which shows a
tissue-dependent upregulation in several species during
reproduction [36–39]. This oxidative shielding hypothesis,
even if not consistent across different studies (reviewed in:
[8]), suggests a reproduction-induced protection of
mothers and offspring. Ansell’s mole-rats are continuously
reproducing once they achieve the reproductive status.
Oxidative shielding might protect the animals from detri-
mental pregnancy effects due to a higher energy turnover
in female breeders compared to non-breeders. However,
the bimodal lifespan in Ansell’s mole-rats is not sex-
dependent, indicating a general effect in terms of repro-
ductive status, msRMR, and lifespan rather than just a
pregnancy effect restricted to females.
The mechanisms underlying the higher msRMR in

male Ansell’s mole-rat breeders which do not lactate
cannot be derived from the present results. Even so, it
could be argued that reproduction in monogamous spe-
cies includes parental care in male and female, thus it
could be that a closer look at monogamous male
breeders reveals a higher energy turnover during the re-
productive phase as well. Furthermore, breeders are
sexually active throughout the year, which could increase
the overall msRMR in these individuals.

Higher msRMR in long-lived breeders is not in line with
classical aging theories
Oxidative stress as a main factor contributing to life his-
tory trade-offs is getting challenged by increasing contra-
dictory studies [14]. Hence, higher msRMR in breeders
is in line with those studies, which did not find any cor-
relation [9] or even support a positive correlation be-
tween RMR and lifespan [11, 13, 40–43]. In a large
comparative study by de Magalhães et al. [9], data from
300 mammalian species were analyzed, but after correct-
ing for body mass and phylogeny, no influence of meta-
bolic rate on lifespan, at least in eutherians, could be
found. On the other hand, the developmental schedule

of a species, i.e. age of sexual maturity and postnatal
growth rate, were both correlated with longevity. Mole-
rats have a relatively long gestational period of about
3 months (100 days), slow postnatal growth rates, and
reach sexual maturity at about 1 year of age [44, 45].
These features are in line with developmental schedule-
associated implications reported in de Magalhães et al.
[9]. Although these developmental features might ac-
count for overall longevity in mole-rats, the distinct in-
traspecific lifespan difference between breeding and
non-breeding Ansell’s mole-rats is still a special case
which must be discussed in light of studies that support
a positive correlation between msRMR and lifespan [18].
The uncoupling-to-survive hypothesis [46] comple-

ments simplistic theories of senescence by explaining
apparent exceptions. It suggests that elevated oxygen con-
sumption, a measure for msRMR in the present study,
could be also observed due to uncoupling of proton flux
in the mitochondria. This process, also referred to as indu-
cible proton-leak, is facilitated by uncoupling proteins and
increases RMR. On the other hand, inducible proton-leak
is known to reduce ROS production by reducing mito-
chondrial membrane potentials [47]. Hence the higher
msRMR measured in breeders of Ansell’s mole-rats could
be due to higher rates of mitochondrial uncoupling com-
pared to non-breeders. Several studies found higher rates
of uncoupling in those laboratory mice that lived longer
compared to other individuals with shorter lifespans [13,
41, 42]. A recent study even showed that mitochondrial
H2O2 levels (which is a ROS) were negatively correlated to
the metabolic rate in the brown trout [43]. However, in
case of mole-rats this model should be considered care-
fully, since in naked mole-rats, surprisingly high levels of
oxidative damage to DNA, lipids and proteins were found,
which contrasts with the proposed benefit of mitochon-
drial uncoupling [48]. Nevertheless, it would be interesting
to establish a protocol to investigate mitochondrial ROS
in F. anselli in future studies. Mitochondrial uncoupling
should be taken into account as a possible proximate
mechanism contributing to the bimodal lifespan of F.
anselli, but the adaptive background of such a selective
protective mechanism on species level is still puzzling. It
may be that the upregulation of protective, or in general,
repair mechanisms are just a side effect of sexual activity
in this species. For instance, long-lasting pair bonding
could lead to higher oxytocin levels, known to decrease
stress hormones and promote immunity (reviewed in
[49]). Hence, further research should illuminate the link-
age between different physiological processes, and how
the different processes impacts an animal’s lifespan.

Conclusions
Bathyergid species with their exceptionally long lifespan
are already interesting animal models in current aging
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research, but this is the first study to report a positive
correlation between msRMR and lifespan based on re-
productive status. The bimodal lifespan of our animal
model, the Ansell’s mole-rat, provides an exceptional op-
portunity to investigate protective mechanisms such as
oxidative shielding on species level without the usual
shortcomings related to experimental manipulation of
the study animals. In general, our finding stresses the
complexity of currently discussed aging mechanisms.
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